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Fingers and digits

B J FREEDMAN

My readers would doubtless agree that fingers are part of the
human anatomy. Yet there is a certain evasiveness on the part of
modern textbooks of anatomy in explicitly stating this fact.
Fingers are mentioned, as it were, by implication. Gray's
Anatomy (33rd edition) states, in the section on osteology, "The
phalanges are fourteen in number, three for each finger and
two for the thumb." Cunningham's Textbook of Anatomy
and Grant's Method of Anatomy exhibit a similar obliquity of
approach to the point that we normally have five fingers. I was
distressed to find words of advice, in Grant's, that are scarcely
appropriate to members of a dignified profession: "When
striking, use the second and third knuckles." Possibly the writer
had inter-hospitals rugby in mind. Lorenz Heister's Compendium
Anatomicum (1721) is explicit and clearly states, "We come now
to an examination of the hand, which is divided into carpus,
metacarpus, fingers, and the little bones called sesamoides,
because of their resemblance to grains of sesamum." Fingers and
toes, however, get their due in the Nomina Anatomica-
namely, the Basel N A, 1895; the Paris N A, 1955 (PNA); and
the Birmingham Revision, 1933 (BR). Fingers are used primarily
for grasping and feeling. The word is derived from the same root
as fang (the tooth that grasps) and Gfangen, to grasp. They have
secondary uses in counting, measurement, and gesture. The
various names that have been given to the individual fingers in
the course of historical times have stemmed in part from these
uses. It is of some interest to review these names.

F I N G E R S

FIG 1-Deaf and dumb alphabetical hand signs spelling the word "fingers."

London N19 3TR
B J FREEDMAN, MB, FRCP, retired consultant physician

(1) PNA: pollex, digitus I. BR: thumb; ultimately from L
tumor, swelling; the stout or thick finger; compare Sw tumme,
G Daumen. The implication of clumsiness in the phrase "all
thumbs" is scarcely merited, since it is the most useful single
digit for grasping and the one whose loss causes most disability.
The thumb's power is implied in the phrase "under the thumb
of...." Indeed, L pollex derives from L pollens, powerful.
Though its use in gesture has not contributed to nomenclature,
British custom is the reverse of that in ancient Rome. In Britain
thumbs-up signifies "all well" and thumbs-down "disaster."
Contrariwise, at the gladiatorial games, thumbs-up from the
spectators meant death to the vanquished, while thumbs-down
meant "spare him." Thumbs-up in Britain was formerly a rude
gesture (see middle finger below) and it still is so in much of
Europe. Hitch-hikers abroad should beware. Thumbing a lift
could lead to delays, second only to those of air travel.

(2) PNA: index, digitus II. BR: index finger. The forefinger,
pointing, indic/ator finger, from its use in the gesture of showing
topographical direction. L digitus index, (gen indicis). L indicere,
to point out, reveal, inform against-therefore the pointing
finger, especially in exposing guilt. Also L digitus salutarius,
the greeting or saluting finger.

(3) PNA: digitus medius, digitus III. BR: middle finger. L
digitus summus, the tallest finger. L. digitus infamis, disgraceful
finger; digitus impudicus, shameless, lewd finger, so called be-
cause of its use in unbecoming, insulting, or lewd gestures. The
"middle-finger jerk," with the middle finger extended upwards
and the remaining fingers flexed, is still widely used in many
European countries and in America as an insulting, obscene, or
phallic gesture, though in Britain the extended index keeps it
company (the Harvey Smith salute). In Arabic countries the
middle finger is extended downwards, and one can only speculate
on the reason for this. That the epithet infamis was used by
Romans without any implication of impropriety is evidenced by
the writings of the satirist Persius Flaccus, where he describes
how to avoid the influence of the Evil Eye. "See how granny or
aunt, in fear of the god, takes the boy from the cradle and,
skilled at averting the evil eye, with her middle finger (infami
digito) applies the charm with shining spittle on his forehead and
little wet lips."
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FIG 2-Christ before the High Priest (detail). By Honthorst (1590-t-'656).
(Courtesy of the National Gallery, London.)

(4) PNA: digitus anularis, digitus IV. BR: ring finger. Rings
may be worn on any finger, so why should the fourth finger be
so designated? The thumb was favoured in fifteenth- and six-
teenth-century Europe. When the Pope names a cardinal, the
ring is placed on the recipient's thumb. In the orthodox Jewish
marriage ceremony the ring is placed on the bride's right index.
Ecclesiastical rings were also worn on the right index in early
times; at a later date it was the left fourth finger, because this
was supposed to communicate through a blood vessel with the
heart. Yet wedding rings are worn on the right fourth finger in
Germany and in those countries, such as Greece, where the
Church is Eastern Orthodox. Dextrocardia is not noticeably
commoner in these areas. The fourth finger for the wedding
ring however, appears to derive from religious practice. "Weak-
man" was used in children's language in my time, but seems to
be obsolete. It was so called because the fourth finger cannot be
extended while the adjacent fingers are flexed. This restriction
arises from fibrous slips connecting its extensor tendon with those
of the adjacent fingers. L. digitus medicinalis. Isidore of Seville
(AD 560-636), the late-Latin lexicographer and etymologist,
explains this epithet by the fact that "with this finger doctors stir
pounded ointments." One can speculate that the choice of this
finger for medicinal purposes may have been based on magical
or superstitious beliefs regarding the unsuitable potential of the
other fingers. Thus pollex was too powerful; the index was for
exposing guilt; the middle finger was for obscene use, and the
little finger was for scratching one's ear. Thus the fourth
finger alone remained for so exalted a purpose as ministering
to the sick. Superstitious beliefs die hard. As a recent candidate
for a degree course in Classics said, "My granny told me always
to rub in skin cream with that finger rather than the index,
because that one was used by Judas to point out Christ." The
same exclusion process may have guided the choice of the fourth
finger for ecclesiastical and ultimately marriage usage. Incident-
ally, a shortened form of anulus, Latin for ring, is anus, which
survives as the term for the distal intestinal orifice, appropriately
adopted from the ring formation of its sphincter.

(5) PNA: digitus minimus, digitus V. BR: Little finger.
Pinkie, mainly Scottish and children's usage; compare Dutch
"pink." L digitus minimus, the smallest finger. L digitus auricu-
larius; F (doigt) auriculaire is normal French usage. The earliest
French reference is in Pantagruel by Rabelais (1532), and is
presumably borrowed from the Latin. The epithet derives from
the habit of inserting the little finger tip and its nail into the
auditory meatus, a custom which is being superseded by the
judicious use of the wire paper-clip.

It is noteworthy that all the Germanic languages have a special
word for the digits of the feet (Eng toe, G Zehe, Du teen, Sw te,

and so forth), while Latin and the Romance languages derived
therefrom do not (L digitus pedis, It dito del piede, Sp dedo del
pie, F doigt de pied).

The finger as a measure. The finger's breadth as a clinical
measure persists despite attempts to substitute standard units.
One medical writer, while deploring the practice, suggested
that one should at least use the patient's fingers as units, and not
the doctor's. Despite a wholesome trend towards standard units,
no one is going to discard "duodenum" on the grounds that it is
so called because its length is 12 finger breadths. Nor would
the Germans do so; they call it, even more explicitly Zwolffinger-
darm (twelve-finger-bowel).

Digitalis The German for thimble is the same word as the
German for foxglove-Fingerhut, literally "finger hat"-a plant
whose flower closely resembles a thimble in shape, and from
whose leaf a glycoside, valuable in treating heart disease, is
obtainable. Leonhard Fuchs, the German herbalist who gave his
name to the fuchsia, noting that the foxglove lacked a Latin or
Greek name, proposed in 1542 the name "digitalis," from L
digitabulum, thimble. But whence comes the "fox" of foxglove?
It is tempting to derive this from the name Fuchs, which is
German for fox but, alas, "foxglove" long antedates this botanist
-which just shows the dangers of intuitive etymologising.
The fox is probably related to Norwegian "revbjelde," fox-bell,
and here one can only guess at a mythological association.

Dates and palms While we are botanising it is worth mention-
ing that the date, fruit of the date palm, takes its name from
G daktulos, finger, because of the similarity in shape. The palm
tree (L palma) was likewise so called from the resemblance of
its leaves to the palm of the hand (L palma) with outstretched
fingers. Daktulos has also given us dactyl (-uu), the metrical
foot in verse, because the three phalanges are analogues of the
three syllables.

Fingers for counting The use of fingers for counting has given
us the numbers 1 to 10, from which we have the numerals 0 to 9,
and the decimal system in calculation and in the recording of
scientific measurement. Not surprisingly, these numerals are
called digits (fingers). Thus we have digital readouts on many
instruments-including, for example, digital clocks, which are
clocks with digits but without hands. Had six fingers been the
normal complement of each hand, we would be routinely using a
duodecimal system and with it certain arithmetical conveniences.
After all, the shilling, the linear foot, the angular degrees of a
circle, the hours of the day, and the minutes of the hour are all
divisible exactly by three. And did not Albert Einstein say that
God was a mathematician ? If so, He might have given us 12
fingers while He was about it.

(Thanks are due to Dr John Richens, King's Collcge Hospital,
and Dr Alan Griffiths, University College, for valuable help with the
Latin.)

ONE HUNDRED YEARS AGO The sanitary authorities of
St Pancras met on Saturday to consider the complaints made as to a
nuisance caused by the existence of a private dissecting-room in the
disused burial-ground of St George-the-Martyr, in the rear of the
Foundling Hospital. Mr Hawkins, from the Home Office, said some
of the statements made as to the nuisance were not borne out by
facts. The position of the dissecting-room could not be better,
provided sanitary arrangements were carried out, which ought to be
looked after by the Medical Officer of Health of the parish. Mr Cooke,
the proprietor of the room, denied many of the statements made as
to its management, and said he would conform to the wishes of the
Medical Officer of Health in respect of sanitary matters. After a
discussion, a resolution was adopted to the effect that further grounds
of complaint should be reported to the Home Office; members
expressing themselves satisfied with the explanations given, and
being of opinion that there was no nuisance from the dissecting-room
in question. (British MedicalJournal, 1880.)
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